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The'ideas that I want to talk about today are based on a numbgr of

assumptions: (1) The complexity and sophistication of our field have

grown well beyond the-ability of our generally small faculties to handle
..or

well. (2) The same can be said about umost fields. (3) In spite%of

.,--.;his problem, we can lOok forward to no increase in the number of faculty

members that we have; as a matter of fact, we should not be surprised if we

are forced to reduce thesize of our departmentg. (4) The costs of

opering a college or university will continue to rise faster than income.

(5) Additional across-the-board cuts in budgets or the squeezing Of all

departments is no longer a viable solution to the economic problems of

most colleges and universities; there isiittl lood in these "turnips"

left that can be spared. This means tl.Tt our administrations must turn

increasingly to the elimination of total 'programs if they are to make s

4

,meaningful reductions in cost,- (6) The 1 st, and most important of my '

assumptions, is that the departments that are most likely to be eliminated .

arg those that are perceived as least central to an institution's. mission;

this means those whose elimination will least affect other departments, those

whose elimination other departments will miss least.

,Thus, as I see our problem, we must find resourcesbeyond the scope/

of our 'departments' resources to get our studentStaught and, at the same

time, to Make our faculties, our facilities, our courses,, and our programs

indispensable to as many other departments as pOssible. This is what we
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have been trying to do at the, University of Iowa andwhat I will try to
,

,describG, None f these ideas is espeCially neWJor startling. I suspect,

, though, that me have.pumed them more vigorously and.succeSsfully fhari

most dep)rtments of Speech Communication and much of our success and our

esteem within the University ofrIowa stems from their uit: To put the

matter in its simplest form, we try to use the strengths of other depart-

mentito the fullest to add strength to our own, and we support the work.

of many other departments with our strengths. We do these things in a

number of ways. I do not have time to talk about all of them, but will'

try Ito cite representative examples.

,First, even though we have an extremely'free situation at Iowa that

permits us to offer any courses thit we want to offer, we have avoided

.

duplicating or even approximatipgood courses Offered 'by other departments.

'Thus, unlike many departments'in'Speech Communication, we offer no courses
A

in statistics. We are-certain that we cannot improve significantly upon

the quality of the ones.offered in psychology end education, so We think

ft foolish to squander oui-pimited faculty resources on duplications. At

the same time we make certain that those departments are aware of the fact

3

that weare helping to populate their courses--a major concern of some

departments.

We believe that we could improve uponthe quality of some of the courses

in dramatic literature' offered by our English department,:but not enough to

justify their duplication. Instead, we think we can enrich our curriculum

far more by
.
doublE7listing those English department courses, so that our

students can use them tp. fulfill departmental requirements, and at the s3iiiit

frm to .
,

.

time adr faculty teach some more advanced courses that ve,particularly

suited to our needs and for which we have specialexpertis.e. For example,.

3
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we just developed a set of script analysis courses in which plays are
14

'analyzed not as finished literature but rather as raw material for

th'eatrical events., In these tourses we deal With the question Of what

a play script says that is re- levant not only to a director or actor, but

4

1
what'it says that is relevant to a designer, a costumer, a theatre technician,

etc.

.In some cases, neither we nor another, department has the expertise to

develop a course for which we feel,a need. In these cases, we often have

had the course developed and taught jointly by'one of our faCulty and a

faculty member in the other' department. This-was the case for our courses
/'

in Language and Communication, The Modern German Film,' Mass Communication

Policy Research, and Communication and Social Change. s (For that last

course we had a faculty member from journalisM,,one from sociology, and

one frorit our department.)

Taking this, idea a step further, we have even developed a number of

joint majors with other departments. In most cases we have done this

quite informally--jointly agreeing upon the relOrements and which depart-.

ment was to offer what--and then'letting the student formally major in either

department while pursuing the program. This was done for our Playwritth

program, our program in Arts Management, one in Theatrical Design, for a pro-

gram designed to develop administrators for undergraduate Communication Skills

programs, and we are currently working on one oh the French film that we will
)

4
offer jointly withlthe French department. Most of these have been'quite

popufar and effective programs. In only one case have 'we'found OSirable

to formalize the interdepartmental structure; thitwas'fdr our undergradUate

Communication Studies major, which is a joint offering: of our department,kan6

the deparlments of Linguistics, Journ4Tism, and, to 6 somewhat lesser extent,

4
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Sociology and Psychology. This program, started just a few years ago, has

been growing steadily. At last c o u n t , i t had 45 to 50 majors and it feeds,

many net, students intoa number of our undergraduate theoretical courses.

Even withOut.the formality of a-joint major, we are doing joint

planning where we can. For example, as some of you know, there is in-

creasing interest in the academic community in the study of popular culture.)

Some of 'our students in rhetoric, theatre, and mass communication want toas a/
explore the field either +tar research or a.teaching area or both. This

/\

are has great potential for our field, but we do not have the facplty

. .

resources to develop it--at least, not if we try to do so,alone. Hence,

t
/ or

.

we asked all of the faCulty members on campus who teach a course about
/ At

popular culture to meet with us to see whether our efforts .could be co-

orindated. We. are getting descriptions, of all of their and our courses

now. Nee we have these, we will study them to see whether there is un-

necessary overlap, whether there are important parts of the field not being

covered, and whether we can cover those parts by reducing duplication. tie

will then try to coordinate the scheduling of all of these courses in the

various departments in order to reduce cbnflict and to see that students

with` major interests in the field have something available each term.

There is one major block to this use of other departments at most

institutions today -- that.. much-abused statistic labelled "Credit Hours

'Generated," or credit hours per full-time equivalent faculty member,: Each

time,you send students to another department for a course instead of,keeping

them home, you increase the credit ik:Idrs generated by the other departm4t

and-decrease your own. For this, reason, some departments refuse to a

participate in cooperative activities. Of course, if each department sends
. ,

t. A

as many students to you as you,s'end to it, there'will be, no pi-oblem=-but

that is not a practical solution. There is no way to mintain such a balance, .



so we are-attemping to resolve the problem in two other ways.' One is to

Co hoer/1in
educate the administration)sthetains to be achieved by encouragement..

of such' inter-departmental cooperation anti, therefore, to the damage done
. .

5

by too great reliance on credit hours generated when making budgetary
1

decisions. We are also trying toget our administration to add the factor

of number of majors to the equations that they use,'and add it in such 'a

way that departments are encouraged, rather th n discouraged, from having

their students take many courses in-other depa tments.
'4

.

By the way, when we double-list the courses of other departmdnts in

order to encourage our students into those courses by 4 ng them credit .

toward their major, we are also helping our=department's credit hours

generated statistic because all registrations under our departmental
.

number, whether in courses taught by our faculty or not, are credited to

001his department:
" . ,

' -

We find that splitigpointmentswith otherdepartmens are another good

-Way to expand our facultpand our course offerings with, no-increase in

budget. We have one faculty member in our broadcasting and film-area,
\

for

example,1who is half on our budget "and half on the budget in "the department of

English. Almost everything that lie teaches in English, though, is related

tp film and we double-list/those courses so that, even though we pay only

half- his.salary, he teaches vost as many courses for us as any full-time.'
/1 '4, s

faculty-meMber.,

Virtually by accident, we -also got two very good faculty members a couple

of years ago.for the price of one. _As most ofty6u know, whenever one ties an
Q

opening on the faculty and a committee assesses the position to see what needs

P, to be taught and how the 'job ought to be described, the responsibilities of

6
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the job' expand. This happened to us when-we-lost .a faculty member in the-

theatre. By.the time urcommittee finished its description' of what the

new faculty, member was o'do, it was obviliUsly impossible for any one

person on this.earth to'qualify. Fortunately, there was a youn couple

just coMpleting Ph.D. dissertations-who wrote and said they were interested

in a lying. Though the two were quite different, between theili they fit

the destrtption beautifully: So we hired them. (They told us, by the

way, that we were the only Apartment that took their application seriously.)

Now I am working on our dance program to pick up the'other half of one of

these faculty members' time and the English department to Rick up half the

other one. What they will teach in those-d6partments Will obviously.be

of use to us, so that not only will they doubld their salary, we will in

effect-have two full-time faculty members for the price of one,and dance

and English will receive similar benefits. 4
't?

I haSten to add that these sorts of arrangements, are not without their
`

problems. I worry a great deal about our taki g advantage of this couple,

tien each is only paid for half-tinie. As yauknOw, if A raculty member is'

conscientious there is no may that he or she. can limit working time to

twenty or thirty hours a week. -We can schedule'only half the normal teaching

/load for each, but that is.only a small part of any faculty member's job, and

there is no way to schedule only half a load of all of the other things. In

addition, we recognize that we might get up to the tenure decision and find

that we can only recommend one of them for tenure. At that point, we will

either lUe...122t4..Pr have one disgruntled mlber of .the faculty. Splitappoint-,

meets also have their problems. There is a potential for each department to

trea -t-the faculty member as though ^he or she-has no responsibilities except
-

, tO that department. There is also the possibility that the dfiartments can

disagree on a renewal or tenure deasion. These risks are great. But-the

4,
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'potential benefits to the department'and to our students I believe far out-

weigh, the risks,

Another innovation that we haVe tried is to have ore line in
.<

theatre eft which we malt no permanent appointment but rather use it to
?

bring in visiting faculty members from the profesional 'theatre for a

-semester or year at a time. We have gotten some exciting people this way,

but the problems fiaally Ws outweighed the gains. ,First of all, we had to

be.searching for these visitors .almost.Gontinuously. Secondly, they varied

d great deal in'their ability to adapt to a University teaching andlaroduction

situation and i their ability to teach. (Surprisingly, we found that the

ability to adapt and to teach well were totally-unrelated to either prtor

teaching experience or academic training. The best person we had was a Aung

designer who had neve<itaught before, who did not even have a B.A. degree, who

knew little about,Al.rerice or American education -h' was from Ireland, but who

had designe in some of_the best theatres througho4ut the world.) The'fhird

problem, and die major, one that caused ds to give 'the idea up, was that we -

lost continuity in the particular program with which these people were

associated. With our small faculty, we.decided that we needed to use every

faculty line for'spmeone who would be here all of the time, building andigivingl

continuity teethe program, watching and guiding over a reasonable period of

time the growtii, of our students. The other fOr-that contributed to our

giVing the idea up is that the best professionals that we found,did not want

to commit themselves to being away from the professional theatre for even as

long as one term. It forced them to pass pp too many good opportunities. -What

We are doing now is not thinking of professionals as regular faculty members and

riot using a regular line for them--but rather using other funds to bring them in

for short period at time to direct or design a shoWor whatever and to teach

=111110 10 s ry.:_n,,....,.Wo.,.111..m...._....,..,
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.short courses in their' specialties. We hope that we,can get the enrichment

of our training that'we got from the long-term visitors, but iithout all of

the probleMs.
I

4 ,

."
Another way in which we make ourselves visible and helpful to other

..,

s ., ,

departmentS is exemplified by the visiting faculty member in film this year.,
.

.

In addition to his knowledge of film,he is also 'an.expert on Brecht andsb

we decided that it would be a good,thing for our theatre students if he

. .

. offered a Brecht seminar. flowever", as part of our effort to cement relations'
..,.

. . ( .-

.

with octher departments and knowing that our small department of comparative

literature was in trouble.because they fiave. three senior faculty members on
.

. -, . .,

leave,.we offered to let them sponson this Brecht seminar and we wafild simply
0

double-list it. They were overjoyed of course.. Thus, we irtproved our relation-

ship with thjs department, made,. them more dependent upon us, and yet this
r

r

seminar will still be available for all of our Students who Want to take it.
t

N

.4

,

We also,help:ourselves and make our department more vital to the well-,

being of other departments by cooperative artistic. '11() research efforts. Our
, .

theatre faculty have worked with faculty members in'musiC and dance on the

production of operas and dance concerts that fhose departments could not do

' if we withdrew our suppOrt. (This sort of thing obviously has some cost to

us, 6ut I am convinced that the gains are worth'the_ccist.) the faculty'member .

who heads our work 'in film production has created works jointly with faculty 1

members in music and in art. Our faculty in communication research have dbne

manyresearch projects witOfacCr)ty members in lingutstics.
)

Our faculty in

mass communication have worked similarly with faculty in journalism, psychology,

sociology, and politieal science. In all of these cases; facult]ye trsg

other departMents,have beriefitted 'those ventures Old have developed under-

starlding,arvirespectforwhatvrearearvivrhatIann convinced that most,

9
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not all of these people"wouid fight.strongly against any hint that our

department'was being considered for elimination because they know that our

loss would be thein loss also.

, The kindS, of cooperative activities that I have been talking about are

not restricted-to our own campus. We,are also involved in some _inter-

institutional cooperation.

In the years ahead, when facultyturnover sloWs and'we get lessfresh

blood coming int6 the department at the same time that thee average age of

the faculty goes up, we foresee a potentially seriour problem of maintaining

faCulty vitatity.. The use of faculty members from other departments and the

.interactions Of our faculty members With 'them can help, b'ut we d6 not \hink

thAse are sufficierte We believe that we also need to bring new facu.ItysintO

the department, even if only for a semester or year, and 'we need to get our

faculty members ihto Other departments of speech,communicatiob where-they

get the stimulation of, diffei-ent personalities,'.differeht ideas, different

ways of doing things. ThCrefore, we are encouraging the idea of exchange

professorTo facilitate such exchanges, 'our university has-made it possible

for us to continue paying our faculty member who is teaching at another

institution while the other institution 'pays its faculty member who i.s teaching

at ours. This eliminates the budget and"bookkeeping. problems'for the University

and the personal problems of the faculty member who is making more money` than

the person he or she is repla ing. It also means that neither faculty member

loses the fringe benefits which re not normally paid to visitinpfaculty.

So far, we have done this once--when Prof.' John Bowers went to Temple University
e

. to teach frir a year and Prof. Herb Simons came from Temple to each at Iowa.
-

-Both of'these people attest to the personal and professional'value of the

4 .)S1 .%

exchange, and we who had, a new colleague for a year think it was great for

us also.

10
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We are trying to get -more of our faculty members to particiypte in

such exchanges now. I am especially .encouraging some of our faculty members
, 11*

in theatre.- I believe it can help us do a better job of evaluating the

artistic work of directors and designers especially, When these faculty

members db all of their artistic work ,on their home" stage, there is-only a/
A

limited basis for judging what they,do. Ideally; they should be bOing a

.show periodically at one of the major regional.thea,tres, or in New York or'

Abroad. Unfortunately, for a great variety of,reasons - -not the least of

which is coordinating such work with an academic term-,we'can seldom do that.

However, by directing or designing a show while teaching at an institution

comparable to ours, we will get an evaluation of-their work from peers who

are detached from.our situation (not unlike the associate editors of major

journals) and we will be able to compare the work o.our directors and

designers with thatof tile faculty members who exchange with them. Need-

less to say, all of these faculty willva/so get the stimulation and learning

that comes from working in different facilities and with different'people..

As we try to Lope with the "steady state"--Or even thel"declining

state" that we are told'is rapidly approaching, when we' have, fewer' resources

with which tOkwork and yet continuing deriands for, turning out more sophisticated

schola'rs or artists, it seems to methat we have.no choice but to break down

,'L

t

those artificial walls between departments, and even between insti1 tutions, to

.

use all of the resources available anywhere for the optimum educationliof our

---.. .

students. This is what we liave been trying to do at Iowaand, so far, I am muCtl
6

encouragedby the results.

As I said at the outset, none of these ideas is rieW br startling. However,

I believe they account for much.of the quality of education that we provide

11
a
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students at the University of Iowa, and\they account for much of the hig

,
esteem With which our department is' egarded by administrators and faculty

members throughout our institutio .

14
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